
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 

Things known to be Fanon – not Canon

Catherine's mother's first name is Caroline (her name is never mentioned in any episode).

Existence of Bathing Chambers Below

Biographies for Jamie, Cullen, Kanin among others.

Vincent has been given nicknames.

When tunnel dwellers want privacy, they pull down a tapestry, close a door, or use an unlit 
lantern.

Writing-- that the only way to make sure a character is recognizable is to embue them with the 
character traits we saw in canon, their way of speaking. 

Vincent's last name is Wells, last name of the man who raised him.

Catherine's middle name is Elizabeth.

Vincent's food preferences (chocolate, cream puffs, etc). We DO know he drinks tea.

Fanfiction has Vincent going to a campsite near the Nameless River as a retreat (he states he 
goes there at the beginning of When the Bluebird Sings – but just what is there is not stated).

Balcony Scenes. We do not know how he got there, other than one scene of him riding on the 
top of an elevator.

Vincent saw Catherine being dumped from the van and had a precognition that took him to that
spot in the park at that time must have come from fanfic stories

Fanon automatically assumes that Catherine is all for the motherhood thing, but this is never 
stated in an episode – although she obviously likes kids.

That Joe lives in a not so posh area of Manhattan or possibly Brooklyn.

Peter knowing his way around Below – or having a way of entering the tunnels, or knowing his 
way around them. Nothing is said about this.

Mary's child. There is a hint that she had one (she says to lose a child is to lose everything – in
Labyrinths – and explains why she looks after the children). We have no additional info on 
Mary's child/children. 



Someone said they think William being in the army is fanon. Likely got the idea from the fact 
that he apparently knows how to cook for large amounts of people – and that the tunnel people
appreciate his cooking more than topsiders did ('Labyrinths'). That's all we know.

Since Jacob and Grace weren't married, Devin would have had Grace's last name – whatever 
that was.

It's not stated in an ep that Peter is an OB/GYN, although he delivered Catherine. Back in the 
50's GPs often delivered babies.


